
THE BLACK SEA NGO FORUM A DECADE ON: 

EVALUATION, IMPACT AND PERSPECTIVES



Aims of the BSF
 Nestled within the Black Sea Synergy

 The vision: to contribute to prosperity and stability in the 

Black Sea Region with effective CSO participation, creating 

an open space for debate, mutual knowledge and 

understanding, communication and cooperation among civil 

society representatives, governments and international 

organizations active in the wider Black Sea Region, with a 

focus on sharing good practices in various domains and 

success stories of regional cooperation. 



Main Achievements – The Big Picture

 Met its original mandate

 A ‘winner’ within the context of the overall derisory performance of 
Black Sea Synergy; a ‘showcase’ of achievement

 Contributed to creating a regional identity through a functioning 
NGO-led networked-approach

 Provided a platform for regional confidence building and dialogue 
during tricky times

 Strong sense of common ownership – with FOND as ‘steward’

 Helped nurture collaboration and regional coalitions amongst 
NGOs in important areas and policies

 BSF has been consistent, shown perseverance in realising its 
agenda 



Purpose of the Evaluation

 2018 As Ten Year Vantage Point

 Taking Account of New Regional Contexts and Realities

 Identify and take in to full account views and desires of 

stakeholders

 Retrospective - Stock Taking of Past Four Years of Activities -

Effectiveness, Impact and Added Value

 Forward Looking - Creating Concrete Recommendations-

Sustainability, Attractiveness and Relevance 

 Help to make the BSF ‘fit for purpose’ for the future



Main Assertions
 BSF is more relevant and needed than ever before

 Overall vision, logic and methodology still valid

 Changing context and needs of (current and future) stakeholders 

necessitates BSF’s renewal/rejuvenation

 BSF should have a more ambitious and confident agenda 

 Financing structure holds back long term development for 

sustainability

 BSF not strong at selling and communicating its own story

 Emerging opportunities for BSF to improve influence ie. renewal of 

BSS, EU Global Actor, EaP



Who Participates?
 319 NGOs participated; Diversity of membership – nationalities, 

sizes and subjects, mostly small/diverse budgets. 

 Key Finding #1 Diversity = strength and weakness. Affects 
internal/external coherence, identity of BSF and capacity to 
influencing policy.

 Key Finding #2 BSF not so good at membership rejuvenation, 
bringing in young / individual CS, no strategy for rejuvenation

 Key Finding #3 The resource crunch/shrinking space tends to 
create competition rather than encouraging partnerships amongst 
NGOs. 

 Key Finding #4 Lack of capacity for making grant applications / 
existing funding opportunities and schemes too big and 
burdensome and are not suited to administrative capabilities. 



Why NGOs Join and Are They Happy?
 Motivations: To meet up with prospective new partners, to 

gain regional knowledge about the BS region and factors 
affecting NGOs, to meet up with existing partners and to learn 
about funding opportunities. 

 Key Finding #5 NGOs have specific objectives, they want 
skills/knowledge take-homes, they want the BSF to deliver 
significant added-value and to help them trigger 
partnerships/projects

 NGOs declare the BSF to be relevant / highly relevant for 
their work. Fora meet broad expectations

 Key Finding #6 Participants want more interaction, two-way 
street with funders – filter into donor priorities and strategies; 
an ambiance for sustained interaction – before, during and 
after the event 



Is the BSF Creating Projects?

 Yes - 20% of participants have collaborative projects as 
a result of BSF + 15% in the pipeline. Evidence 
suggests more – but are not reported to BSF

 Key Finding #7 Gap between expectations and reality; 
BSF tools not in place to create and support 
sustainable projects; lack of 
momentum/communication/monitoring/funds (re-
granting)

 Key Finding #8 Reality: not enough regional 
‘champions’ or leaders with the requisite skills, know-
how, time and experience to drive regional cooperative 
projects. 



Expectations for the Future
 To keep the ‘network’ structure

 More ambition and longer term planning

 More momentum between annual fora

 A re-granting scheme administered by the BSF

 Support for mobility amongst NGOs (especially for 

younger workers) 

 An advocacy role – especially in confronting the 

shrinking space for civil society 

 BSF to better facilitate partner searches. 



Recommendations

Institutional Issues: Remain configured as a network, establish an ‘expert 
group’ - ToR

Vision, Framework, TPs and Working Groups need time to embed 

Configure a Better Forum Format that Delivers and Innovates:  Respond 
to evolution - experiment with new ways to facilitate interaction; give the first 
panel to NGOs; demand more from donors to ensure a two-way street; 
design ways to secure a successor generation 

Ensure Visibility, Voice and Communication Internally/Externally: Issue 
an end-of-conference statement; develop the BSF website to show more 
signs of life including a partner search facility – needs input from FOND and 
BSF members. Ensure the BSF’s ‘collective’ voice is heard and provides 
input into a renewed BSS / implementation and scrutiny of EaP. Consider 
setting up NCPs or ‘facilitators’ – help intra-country coordination and 
communication 

Building Capacity and Strengthening NGOs: Establishing mentoring 
arrangements within the BSF; seriously visit question on ‘re-granting’ to 
provide seed-corn funding  / mobility grants for NGO development and 
collaborative projects – ‘trigger+’; supporting regional leaders 



Conclusions
 A positive story; BSF is a rare example of regional 

cooperation working – more confidence needed!

 The evaluation suggests that the BSF has proven 

credentials; the BSF has a place in the region and an 

important role to play – more than ever

 The BSF needs a renewal or rejuvenation so that it 

continues to meet its objectives/stakeholder needs during 

evolving times in the Black Sea region – challenges and 

opportunities.

 Crucially, much depends on (a) stability of funding for longer 

term planning and development (b) input of NGOs –

participating - informing – promoting   


